
How far did the Lady Jane Grey 
succession cause a mid-Tudor 

crisis? 
Explain the reasons the 

rebellion failed
Assess whether the 
rebellion ever had a 
chance of success
Make a judgement 

considering evaluation of 
evidence

Year 12 – week 8 - w/b 1st June.

• All reading and tasks need for Mrs Parsons this week are included in this ppt.
• Mr Whitehouse will be emailing revision tasks for EG&C
• Please ensure that work is emailed – this can be a photograph of your notes 



Lady Jane Grey – who was she?
• Jane was nominal queen of England for just nine days in 1553, as part of an unsuccessful bid to prevent the 

accession of the Catholic Mary Tudor. 

• Jane was born in the autumn of 1537, the daughter of the Marquess of Dorset. Through her mother, Lady 
Frances Brandon, she was the great-granddaughter of Henry VII. At around the age of 10, Jane entered 
the household of Henry VIII's last queen, Katherine Parr where she was exposed to a strongly Protestant, 
academic environment. Jane developed into an intelligent and pious woman.

• In October 1551, her father was created duke of Suffolk and Jane began to appear at court. There, real 
power lay in the hands of the fiercely Protestant Duke of Northumberland, who acted as regent to the 
young king, Edward VI. In May 1553, Jane was married to Northumberland's son, Lord Guildford Dudley.

• It became clear that Edward was dying, and Northumberland was desperate to prevent the throne passing 
to Edward's half-sister and heir, the Catholic Mary Tudor. Northumberland persuaded the king to declare 
Mary illegitimate, as well as Edward's other half-sister Elizabeth, and alter the line of succession to pass 
to Jane.

• Edward died on 6 July 1553. Four days later, Jane was proclaimed queen. However, Mary Tudor had 
widespread popular support and by mid-July, even Suffolk had abandoned his daughter and was attempting 
to save himself by proclaiming Mary queen. Northumberland's supporters melted away and Suffolk easily 
persuaded his daughter to relinquish the crown.

• Mary imprisoned Jane, her husband and her father in the Tower of London. While Suffolk was pardoned, 
Jane and her husband were tried for high treason in November 1553. Jane pleaded guilty and was 
sentenced to death. The carrying out of the sentence was suspended, but Suffolk's support for Sir Thomas 
Wyatt's rebellion in February 1554 sealed Jane's fate. On 12 February, she and her husband were 
beheaded. Her father followed them two days later

Task 1 - Using the information and some further research – write a short biography on 
Lady Jane Grey. Do you think she ever had chance of securing the throne?



Task 2 - Read Pages 
140&141 Turvey and Heard. 

Make some notes on the Lady Jane Crisis.

1. What was the plan

2. what happened

3. why was Mary successful 

4. how was the succession secured following the 
rebellion, include all key Acts passed

Once complete, make a judgement of the impact 
of the crisis upon the stability of the Monarchy

Craig and Jack you do not have the textbooks needed at 
home – I’ll scan in pages and will email them to you!



Task 3 -Read Pages 136&7 OCR Mid-
Tudor textbook

The Lady Grey affair

Answer the questions in the activity box 
on page 137.

Craig and Jack you do not have the textbooks needed at 
home – I’ll scan in pages and will email them to you!



Task 4 – source evaluation

How reliable is this source when considering the seriousness Lady Jane Grey plot?

Answer each question below and then write a judgement to say how reliable the source is

1. Who wrote the source? 

2. When was the source written? 

3. Was the writer in a position to know? 

4. What is the tone or language of the source? 

5. What is the purpose of the source? 

6. How typical is the view of the source? 

7. What own knowledge supports the view in the source? 

8. What own knowledge challenges the view in the source? 


